
Overview Page 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick look at the changes to PI Portfolio that have been implemented as part of the October 2016 update.The green stars on each slide note where something has been changed or added.Here on the Overview page, a link to Phoebe Search has been added--to help PIs go and search for their RA, if necessary.



Portfolio Page 
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Presentation Notes
On the Portfolio Page, you will see that there are now a set of filters that can be used to highlight or suppress specific chartfields.  For example, you can use the “is not equal to” option to hide funds that have already been closed, but not yet inactivated.Once you have filtered the funds the way you want them, you can save the customization from the Page Options menu.  Note that you are only saving the customization for your view; you’ll need to email your PI a link or otherwise help them implement the same filter in order for their view to match yours.You can also use the “show balance based on” drop down to go back and look at previous monthly balances.  Note that you only see this drop down in the Actuals views, it’s not available in the Projections view.  This drop down is also available on the Fund Summary Page in the Actuals views.



Transactions Page 
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Presentation Notes
There are two changes to the Transactions Page that should be helpful.The first is that you can now look at transactions for multiple funds at the same time, by selecting more than one fund from the Fund Number drop down.  This is useful if you want to look at similar expenses across multiple funds, such as supplies or travel.The other change is that this page now defaults to the “Detailed” view, and includes subtotals at the Expense Type level.



By Month Page 
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Presentation Notes
On the By Month Page, when you are in Projections view the system will note how far out you’ve built projections.  This is useful for quickly setting the date filters to include all current projectionsThe other change to this page is that it now includes monthly projected beginning and ending balances along the top and bottom of the table, so that you can quickly see your future projected balances for each month.



Chartstrings Page 
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Presentation Notes
The Chartstrings Page is entirely new, and many people are noting that it’s similar (but not identical) to the “Sum by 5” from BAIRS – it shows all of the currently active and mapped chartstrtrings for a PI, and their respective remaining balances.Note that this page also includes the new filters that have been added to the Portfolio Page, so that certain fund numbers and chartstrings can be suppressed from the list if they should no longer be used.



Compensation Projections 
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Presentation Notes
There are several small changes to the projections tool, though many of them are “behind the scenes” – updating to the new CBRs and such.The two more overt changes are that projections can now be sorted by clicking on the heading above each column.  This is useful for grouping similar projections together, such as by Fund number, Employee name, or Job Description.Also, the Copy From HCM window now includes employees with a zero percent effort distribution.  This means that more appointment, such as Faculty Summer Salary and some types of Post Docs, should now show up here.
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